Observation of inverse Edelstein effect in Rashba-split 2DEG between SrTiO$_3$ and LaAlO$_3$ at room temperature
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The Rashba physics has been intensively studied in the field of spin orbitronics for the purpose of searching novel physical properties and the ferromagnetic (FM) magnetization switching for technological applications. We report our observation of the inverse Edelstein effect up to room temperature in the Rashba-split two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) between two insulating oxides, SrTiO$_3$ and LaAlO$_3$, with the LaAlO$_3$ layer thickness from 3 to 40 unit cells (UC). We further demonstrate that the spin voltage could be markedly manipulated by electric field effect for the 2DEG between SrTiO$_3$ and 3-UC LaAlO$_3$. These results demonstrate that the Rashba-split 2DEG at the complex oxide interface can be used for efficient charge-and-spin conversion at room temperature for the generation and detection of spin current.

INTRODUCTION

In 1990, Edelstein predicted that spin current could be induced by charge current flowing in inversion asymmetric two-dimensional electron gases (2DEGs), which is often referred to as the Edelstein effect (EE) (1). The magnitude of EE highly depends on the Rashba spin-orbit coupling, which provides a locking between the momentum and spin polarization directions (2). The generated spin current density could be described in the following form

$$J_s \propto \alpha_R (\hbar/e) (\vec{z} \times \vec{j}_C)$$

where $\alpha_R$ is the Rashba parameter, $\vec{z}$ is the interfacial electric field direction perpendicular to the 2DEG, and $\vec{j}_C$ is the charge current. The opposite of EE is often called inverse Edelstein effect (IEE), which means that spin accumulation in inversion asymmetric 2DEG could generate an in-plane electric field perpendicular to the spin polarization direction (3). Because of the potential highly efficient spin-and-charge conversion, both the EE and IEE have attracted a great deal of interest for spintronics, and various experiments have been performed on the Rashba interfaces between two metallic films (4–7), two-dimensional materials (8–12), and the topological surface states (13–18).

Here, we report our observation of the IEE in the Rashba-split 2DEG between two insulating oxides, SrTiO$_3$ and LaAlO$_3$, up to room temperature. The spin current in the 2DEG is generated by spin pumping from a ferromagnetic Ni$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$ (Py) electrode through a LaAlO$_3$ layer with a thickness of up to 40 unit cells (UC). The IEE is probed by measuring the electric voltage that is created by the spin-to-charge conversion of the injected spin current due to the Rashba spin-orbit coupling of the 2DEG. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the spin voltage in the Rashba-split 2DEG between SrTiO$_3$ and 3-UC LaAlO$_3$ could be switched on and off using a perpendicular electric field. These results show that the complex oxide interface, which has been proven to show many interesting physical properties (19–23), can be used for efficient charge-and-spin conversion (which is gate-controllable) for the spin current generation, the spin detection, and the manipulation of the magnetization.

RESULTS

The Rashba-split 2DEG is formed between the (001)-oriented SrTiO$_3$ and LaAlO$_3$, as shown in Fig. 1A (24–25). The LaAlO$_3$ layers from 3 to 40 UC are grown on SrTiO$_3$ substrates via pulsed laser deposition (see Materials and Methods for details), and the LaAlO$_3$ thickness is monitored by in situ reflective high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) oscillations, as shown in Fig. 1B. Figure 1C illustrates the expected qualitative energy diagram of the Rashba-split 2DEG thus obtained. At the Fermi level ($E_F$), the spin textures of the outer and inner circles are opposite to each other. Whether the spin texture is clockwise or counterclockwise depends on the sign of $\alpha_R$ and the definition of the normal direction (26). The $\alpha_R$ for the 2DEG at the interface between SrTiO$_3$ and LaAlO$_3$ is gate-tunable and is up to $5 \times 10^{-12}$ eVm, based on a previous weak antilocalization measurement at 1.5 K (27).

The spin injection experiment is performed via spin pumping, which is a widely used technique to probe the spin-to-charge conversion in nonmagnetic materials (4, 10, 17, 28–32). When the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) condition for Py is fulfilled under the radio frequency (RF) microwave field, a spin current is injected into the Rashba-split 2DEG owing to the angular momentum conservation rule. The IEE of the spin current gives rise to an electric field that is in-plane and perpendicular to the spin polarization direction, as shown in Fig. 1D. This electric field could be detected by measuring the voltage on the two ends of the 2DEG at the interface of SrTiO$_3$/LaAlO$_3$ (see Materials and Methods for details).

Figure 2A shows a typical FMR spectrum of Py on the SrTiO$_3$/6-UC LaAlO$_3$ sample under the RF frequency of 6 GHz (see Materials and Methods for details), where $S_{21}$ is the forward amplitude of the complex transmission coefficients. The magnetization dynamics of Py follows the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation (33, 34)

$$\frac{d\vec{M}}{dt} = -\gamma \vec{M} \times \vec{H}_{\text{eff}} + \frac{\alpha}{M_S} \vec{M} \times \frac{d\vec{M}}{dt}$$
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where $\mathbf{M}$ is the magnetization vector, $\mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}}$ is the total effective magnetic field, $\gamma$ is the gyromagnetic ratio, $M_S = |\mathbf{M}|$ is the saturation magnetization, and $\alpha$ is the Gilbert damping constant. At the resonance magnetic field ($H_{\text{res}}$) of ~470 Oe, the precessing magnetization of the Py electrode absorbs the microwave, and as a result, the measured amplitude of the complex transmission coefficient shows a minimum.

The black circles in Fig. 2B correspond to the measured voltage on the SrTiO$_3$/6-UC LaAlO$_3$ sample as a function of the magnetic field. It is clearly shown that the voltage signal is observed at the magnetic field around the resonance field of the Py on the SrTiO$_3$/6-UC LaAlO$_3$ sample (Fig. 2A), indicating that the measured voltage has a relationship with the spin pumping from Py under the resonance condition. We can analyze the measured voltage in terms of two major contributions (4, 16): the IEE (V$_{\text{IEE}}$), due to the IEE of the spin polarization in the Rashba-split 2DEG, and the anomalous Hall effect of Py (V$_{\text{AHE}}$). The V$_{\text{IEE}}$ and V$_{\text{AHE}}$ are expected to show different symmetries around $H_{\text{res}}$, in which V$_{\text{IEE}}$ shows a symmetric Lorentzian shape, whereas V$_{\text{AHE}}$ exhibits an antisymmetric Lorentzian shape. A minor contribution is the Seebeck effect (V$_{\text{SE}}$), of which the sign does not depend on the Py magnetization direction (16). Thus, we can obtain all three of these contributions, V$_{\text{IEE}}$, V$_{\text{AHE}}$, and V$_{\text{SE}}$, on the basis of their different symmetries as a function of the magnetic field. First, the measured voltage is numerically simulated following the equation below

$$V(H) = V_S \frac{(\Delta H)^2}{(H - H_{\text{res}})^2 + (\Delta H)^2} + V_{\text{AHE}} \frac{-2\alpha H (H - H_{\text{res}})}{(H - H_{\text{res}})^2 + (\Delta H)^2}$$  (3)

where $V_S$ is the voltage amplitude for the symmetric Lorentzian shape and $\Delta H$ is the half-linewidth. On the basis of the values for $V_S(+)H)$ and $V_S(-)H$ obtained for the positive and negative $H$, we can determine the V$_{\text{IEE}}$ based on $V_{\text{IEE}} = [V_S(+)H - V_S(-)H]/2$ and the V$_{\text{SE}}$ based on $V_{\text{SE}} = [V_S(+)H + V_S(-)H]/2$. The red, blue, and green solid lines correspond to the numerically fitted components associated with IEE, the Seebeck effect, and the anomalous Hall effect, respectively. The resonance frequency ($f_{\text{res}}$) as a function of the resonance magnetic field ($H_{\text{res}}$) is shown in Fig. 2C, and $\Delta H$ versus $f_{\text{res}}$ for the 20-nm Py on the 6-UC LaAlO$_3$ is plotted in Fig. 2D. On the basis of these results, the demagnetization field of the 20-nm Py (4$\pi M_{\text{eff}}$) is 9.1 $\times$ 10$^3$ Oe using the Kittel formula

$$f_{\text{res}} = \left(\frac{\gamma}{2\pi \alpha}\right)\left[H_{\text{res}}(H_{\text{res}} + 4\pi M_{\text{eff}})\right]^{1/2}$$  (4)

$fg$
The Gilbert damping constant of the 20-nm Py on the 6-UC LaAlO$_3$ is 0.0097, obtained from the slope of the linearly fitted curve (red line), which is significantly higher compared to that of the 20-nm Py (0.0064) grown on the SiO$_2$ substrate (black circles) (35). One major cause for the enhanced Gilbert damping parameter is the spin pumping into the Rashba-split 2DEG from the Py. On the basis of the enhanced Gilbert damping constants, we have estimated the spin mixing conductance ($G_{J1}$) between the magnetization of Py and the spins in the Rashba-split 2DEG to be $3.7 \times 10^{19}$ m$^{-2}$ and the injected spin current to be $6.7 \times 10^6$ A/m$^2$ using the model well established for spin pumping (28, 29, 36). The spin current value is in the range of previously reported values for the Rashba interface (4, 37).

Next, the temperature dependence of IEE is studied. Figure 3A shows the representative voltages measured on the SrTiO$_3$/6-UC LaAlO$_3$ at various temperatures from 300 to 100 K. The $V_{\text{IEE}}$ decreases quickly as the temperature decreases, and is no longer detectable below 200 K. The temperature dependence of the $V_{\text{IEE}}$ on 2DEG between SrTiO$_3$ and 6-UC LaAlO$_3$ is summarized in Fig. 3B. As the temperature decreases, the 2DEG resistance shows a metallic behavior (Fig. 3C), measured by a two-probe method using the same Al wires for the IEE voltage measurements, which is consistent with previous studies (19, 20). In addition, the junction resistance increases as the temperature decreases (Fig. 3C). The increase of the junction resistance might give rise to a lower value of the spin current across the LaAlO$_3$ layer and, consequently, a lower $V_{\text{IEE}}$.

To further study the temperature dependence behavior, we also measure two other samples: SrTiO$_3$/20-UC LaAlO$_3$ and SrTiO$_3$/40-UC LaAlO$_3$. The $V_{\text{IEE}}$ quickly decreases as the temperature increases, as shown in Fig. 4 (A and B), which is very similar to that of SrTiO$_3$/6-UC LaAlO$_3$. In addition, $R_J$ increases as temperature decreases, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4 (A and B). Figure 4C shows the normalized $V_{\text{IEE}}^*$ by the RF microwave power ($V_{\text{IEE}}^* = V_{\text{IEE}}/P_{\text{RF}}$) as a function of the LaAlO$_3$ thickness. As the thickness increases, the $V_{\text{IEE}}^*$ decreases.

The physical properties of the 2DEG between SrTiO$_3$ and LaAlO$_3$ could be largely modulated by a perpendicular electric field (25, 27, 38). To study the $V_{\text{IEE}}$ as a function of the gate voltage at room temperature, we chose the heterostructures consisting of SrTiO$_3$ and 3-UC LaAlO$_3$ because of the large tunability of the electrical properties of the Rashba-split 2DEG at the interface. An electrode of silver paste is used on the other side of the SrTiO$_3$ substrate to serve as a back gate. The schematic of the measurement is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 5A, and Fig. 5A shows the spin voltage measured as a function of magnetic field with an RF power of 0.45 W under gate voltages of −20, −8, 0, 100, and 200 V. Clearly, no spin signal is observable under a gate voltage of −20 V, whereas clear spin signals are observed under a gate voltage ($V_{\text{G}}$) between 0 and 200 V. Figure 5B summarizes the spin voltage as a function of the back gate voltage measured at 300 K. We then checked the resistance of the 2DEG at the interface as a function of the gate voltage. It is noted that the resistance of the 2DEG greatly increases as the gate voltage becomes negative, as shown in Fig. 5C. The spin pumping, angular momentum transfer from Py to the spin polarization in the 2DEG, via such thick LaAlO$_3$ layer is very interesting. To the best of our understanding, the angular momentum could be transferred from the Py layer to spins in the 2DEG across this insulating LaAlO$_3$ layer via two possible mechanisms:
spin tunneling across the LaAlO3 layer and the angular momentum transfer via defects in the LaAlO3 layer (for example, oxygen vacancies).

**DISCUSSION**

The temperature dependence of the $V_{\text{IEE}}$ needs further theoretical and experimental studies. There are no existing mechanisms that could fully explain our observation, as discussed in the following. First, it is noted that there is no direct association of this behavior with the junction resistance, which affects the spin-pumping efficiency. As shown in Fig. 4 (A and B), although $R_j$ varies over several orders of magnitude for various 2DEGs between SrTiO3 and LaAlO3 of 20 and 40 UC, the magnitudes of $V_{\text{IEE}}$ for these two samples exhibit little difference, indicating that the IEE signal trend cannot simply be explained by the $R_j$ variation. Especially, the disappearance of the $V_{\text{IEE}}$ happens below a critical temperature of $\sim 200$ K in all three samples where $R_j$ is very different. Second, we measure the temperature and thickness dependences of the mobility and carrier density of the interface, which are expected to affect the Rashba spin-orbit coupling and thus the spin-to-charge conversion efficiency. As shown in fig. S1, the temperature and thickness dependences of the mobility and carrier density do not show distinct trends compared to those of the $V_{\text{IEE}}$, indicating no obvious relationship between the carrier densities, the mobility at the interface, and the IEE signal. Third, we question whether there is strong magnetic impurity scattering at the interface, which could provide strong spin scattering to destroy the spin-momentum locking and make the $V_{\text{IEE}}$ signal disappear. However, if the magnetic impurities exist, the spin scattering is expected to happen at all temperatures, especially at high temperatures. This is not likely the mechanism that could account for our results. Fourth, the exchange interactions between the Py and the interfacial 2DEG of SrTiO3/LaAlO3 might play an important role. If the spin injection and accumulation mechanisms are due to the exchange coupling between Py and 2DEG (37), the exchange interaction could be strongly temperature-dependent. However, exchange interaction is usually an energy scale that is determined by the overlap of wave functions and is temperature-independent. There is no cause for the exchange interactions to significantly disappear below $\sim 200$ K if temperature-dependent exchange interaction is the mechanism. Last, the observation might be related to the spin transport via the acoustic phonons in the LaAlO3 layer, where the acoustic phonons could be chiral based on theoretical calculations for LaAlO3 of fourfold square symmetry (39). However, there are yet no results indicating crystal structure symmetry change around the temperature of 200 K.

At room temperature, the gate voltage provides a powerful tool to tune the spin-to-charge conversion efficiency and even to turn the $V_{\text{IEE}}$ signal on/off (Fig. 5 and fig. S2). The $V_{\text{IEE}}$ (corresponding to the effective charge current), generated at negative gate voltages, is significantly lower, which indicates a lower effective spin-to-charge conversion, whereas the large spin signal and low resistance of the 2DEG under positive gate voltage indicate a larger spin-to-charge conversion. Because it is known that the dielectric constant of SrTiO3 increases significantly at low temperatures (40), the gate voltage modulation of the $V_{\text{IEE}}$ at low temperatures is expected to be significantly enhanced.

In summary, we have investigated the IEE in the Rashba-split 2DEG formed between two insulating oxides, SrTiO3 and LaAlO3, and demonstrated the gate voltage modulation of the $V_{\text{IEE}}$ at room temperature. Our results reveal that the oxide interface can be used for efficient charge-to-spin conversion for the generation and detection of spin current beyond the applications for spin channels (41–43) and future electronics (19–23).

During the preparation of this manuscript, we became aware of the related spin pumping and IEE studies in SrTiO3/2-UC LaAlO3 at low temperature ($T = 7$ K) by Lesne et al. (37). Different from the said study, we report the strong modulation of IEE at room temperature by an electric field, the strong temperature dependence of the IEE, and the spin injection into the Rashba-split 2DEG across a series of LaAlO3 thicknesses up to 40 UC.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Material growth**

The LaAlO3 layers of 3 to 40 UC were grown on the top of (001)-oriented SrTiO3 substrates (5 × 5 mm²) via pulsed laser deposition with a laser fluence of 0.7 J cm⁻² and a repetition rate of 1 Hz. During the growth, the SrTiO3 substrates were held at a temperature of 800°C and in an oxygen pressure of 1 × 10⁻⁵ mbar. In situ RHEED oscillations were used to monitor the thickness of the LaAlO3 layers. After deposition, the samples were in situ-annealed at 600°C for 1 hour and then cooled back to room temperature in 200 mbar of O₂. The details of the growth can be found in our earlier report (44).

**Device fabrication**

The device structure for the IEE measurement is illustrated in Fig. 1D. The 20-nm Py was deposited onto the LaAlO3 via a shadow mask technique (size, $\sim 3 \times 4$ mm²) using RF magnetron sputtering, and a 3-nm Al was deposited in situ to prevent the oxidation of Py. The voltages were detected on the two ends of the 2DEG via Al bonding wires.

**IEE measurement**

The IEE response was measured using a digital lock-in amplifier (SRS Inc., SR830) by modulating the RF microwave power at a frequency...
of 17 Hz for a better signal-to-noise ratio. The FMR measurement of Py magnetization dynamics was performed using a vector network analyzer (Agilent E5071C). For the IEE measurement, the RF microwave was set at a frequency of 6 GHz and an RF power of 1.25 W unless noted otherwise. Both FMR and IEE measurements were performed using the coplanar waveguide technique in the variable temperature insert of the Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/3/3/e1602312/DC1

fig. S1. The electron transport properties of the 2DEG.
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